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The talk is based on a result from 2021 

The “Xenon excess” has been retracted since then: 

XENONnT [2207.11330] 

However, we salvage two important messages: 
1) the methodology still applies and we can learn from it; 
2) the relevant region has yet to be explored

Warning!

XENONnT bound on (                   ) [2207.11330]XENONnT bound on (                   ) [2207.11330]XENONnT bound on (                   ) [2207.11330]XENONnT bound on (                   ) [2207.11330]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11330
https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11330
https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11330
https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.11330
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How can we detect dark energy?

To date, very little is known about DE (compared to DM) 

A cosmological constant      could serve as DE if 

However, theory expects a much larger value 

A scalar field     of mass         would also behave as DE today if 

                                         see e.g. 
                                         LV & Vagnozzi 19 [1809.06382]; 
                                         Choi, Lin, LV, Yanagida 21 [2106.12602]
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The picture is not as simple as expected

e.g. DE model with e.o.s. 

Data do not favor a CC

w(a) = w0 + wa(1� a)

Mismatch between the  
coming from early- and late-
time measurements 

(Planck18: 1807.06211)

H0
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Baryon - dark energy scattering

What can we learn from collider searches? 

DE is modeled as a scalar field      of mass  

Possible scattering operators:
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ABC (      ) + Primakoff (       )ga�gae

DFSZ models: axion couples at tree level to electron (ABC dominates)
KSVZ models: axion couples to electrons through loops (Primakoff dominates)

See Raffelt ’87, Redondo ’13 work
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Stellar bounds

The axion interpretation of the 
XENON1T excess is disfavored 
once the best-fit region is 
compared to what is expected 
from stellar production in RGB 
and white dwarfs

Di Luzio + 20

The latest results from 
XENONnT 2022 reconcile the 
tension

2207.11330
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Baryon - dark energy scattering

Sunny Vagnozzi Philippe Brax Anne-C. Davis Jeremy Sakstein
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Baryon - dark energy scatteringCan dark energy and visible matter talk to each other?

If DE due to a new particle, this typically will:

be very light [m ⇠ H0 ⇠ O(10�33) eV]

have gravitational-strength coupling to matter (inevitable unless
protected by a symmetry!)

Result/immediate obstacle: long-range fifth forces!
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Baryon - dark energy scatteringScreening

How to satisfy fifth-force tests?

Tune the coupling to be extremely weak [M ⌧ MPl]

Tune the range to be extremely short [� ⌧ O(mm)]

Tune the dynamics so the force weakens based on its environment
�! screening!

(At least) 3 ways to screen

F5 = �
1

M2
5 (x)

m1m2

r2�n(x)
e

�r/�5(x)

�5(x) ! chameleon screening (short range in dense environments)

M5(x) ! symmetron screening (weak coupling in dense environments)

n(x) ! Vainshtein (force drops faster than 1/r2 around objects)
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Baryon - dark energy scattering

Direct detection: chameleons 

The chameleon is characterized by a density-dependent mass 

m� = m�(⇢)

Ve↵(�) = V (�) + ⇢ exp

✓
�m�
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◆The mass results from the effective potential

V (�) Bare potential 

�m ⇢Chameleon coupling with the species of density 
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Chameleon production in the Sun

Chameleon production in the Sun differs from the axion case
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Chameleon production in the Sun

Mostly occurs within a narrow region  
at the Solar tachocline                    R ⇠ 0.7R�
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Detection of solar chameleons

Cross section ��e = ��e, disf + ��e, conf

The conformal coupling is negligible
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Leads to the cross section 

��e, conf ⌧ ��e, disf

Vagnozzi, LV, Brax, Davis, Sakstein 21
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Detection of solar chameleons
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Stellar bounds

Chameleons are not affected by stellar cooling bounds 
because of the density-dependence of their mass: 

Chameleons are not produced in the cores of stars 
because of kinematic suppression m� � Tcore

The axion interpretation of the 
XENON1T excess is disfavored 
once the best-fit region is 
compared to what is expected 
from stellar production in RGB 
and white dwarfs

di Luzio+20
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Conclusions

The dark energy section can be probed in the future by: 

- Cosmological probes 
- Collider searches 
- Direct detection experiments 

The chameleon model 
could already be 
accessible in the next 
generation of DD searches 

Its unique features could 
lead to an identification 
using complementary 
searches (ADMX)


